Harriet
plantation -- large farm dedicated to one or two crops
stellar -- worthy of the stars
seizure -- brief electrical disturbance in the brain which often causes unconsciousness
scenario -- outline of a story or portion of a story
plot device -- something unlikely added to a story to make the parts fit together

Scouting Granddaughters
immerse -- to submerge, or involve completely
secondary -- after elementary; high school
culminate -- to add up to
initiate -- to start from nothing

Other Side of the Wall
plot hole -- part of a story where what happens next isn’t explained or doesn’t make sense
coherent -- logical, whole, understandable

Big Nate
patronize -- to treat someone like a child

Shuri Castle
dynasty -- powerful family that holds power for several generations

Greek Schoolgirls
infuriated -- made very angry
militarism -- government that places the military as a major part of decisions and policies

Vocabulary Word Search
This week’s vocabulary terms are hidden in this puzzle. Can you find them?